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A new systematic classification of organic reactions is presented in terms of imaginary transition 
structures (ITS) and their hierarchical n-nodal subgraphs. The ITS corresponding to an individual 
organic reaction is a structural formula which has par-bonds (invariant bonds during the reaction), out- 
bonds (bonds appearing in the starting stage), and in-bonds (bonds appearing only in the product 
stage). The n-nodal subgraph indicates the corresponding reaction type and is divided into two  parts: 
reaction kernels (RK) and terminal descriptors (TD). The RK is a set of adjacent carbon reaction centres 
to which out- and in-bonds are incident. The RK affords information on the changes of carbon skeletons, 
e.g., 'substitution', 'construction (C-C bond formation)', 'cleavage', 'addition', and 'elimination'. The TD 
is a set of terminal non-carbon atoms and imaginary bonds incident to  the terminals. Odd- and even- 
nodal subgraphs have common TDs, respectively, which afford information on the changes of oxidation 
states, e.g., 'oxidative', 'reductive', and 'isohypsic'. This fact stems from the alternant character of 
reaction strings. 

Systematic representation of organic reactions and logical 
characterization of the reaction features are of crucial impor- 
tance in constructing computer systems both for retrieval and 
for synthetic design.2 For the purpose of retrieval, unequi- 
vocal descriptors should be selected to designate organic 
reactions. 

Using the hydrolysis of 5-pentanolide as an example we 
should extract a descriptor 'hydrolysis' (or the corresponding 
code which is a subclass of 'substitution') from the Scheme. 

0 0 

Scheme. 

Moreover, another type of descriptor 'ring opening' (or the 
corresponding machine-readable code) should also be selected. 
Thus, there are at least two categories of descriptors for 
characterizing organic reactions. The first type of descriptors 
are concerned with reaction-site changes, e.g. substitution, 
construction (C-C bond formation), cleavage, addition, and 
elimination. They are focused on local changes of the partici- 
pating molecules. On the other hand, the second type of 
descriptors indicate skeletal changes during the reactions, e.g., 
ring opening, ring closure, ring construction, ring enlargment, 
and rearrangement. These descriptors are whole respect to the 
whole structure of the molecules. The two types of descriptors 
can be abstracted from a reaction diagram such as the 
Scheme only by chemical intuition. The process of recog- 
nition based on reaction diagrams is complex enough to be 
applied to computer manipulation. Hence, a new representa- 
tion of an organic reaction should be so constructed that it can 
provide the two types of descriptors by a logical procedure. 

Several representative methods can be reviewed from the 
viewpoint described above. In conventional methods, an 
organic reaction used to be represented by a reaction diagram 
such as the Scheme, which involves the structures of the starting 
material(s) and of the product(s) combined with an arrow. The 
two types of descriptors used to be extracted from the reaction 
diagram, where the difference between two or more structures is 

detected to be a reaction-site or a skeletal change. However, the 
detection of the difference is not so easy for a computer, since the 
correspondence of the starting nodes (atoms) to the product 
nodes is not unique in the reaction diagram.2 

Ugi overcame this difficulty by considering that the product 
stage (represented by an E matrix) is an isomer of the starting 
stage (B matrix). He formulated an organic reaction as an R 
matrix (R = E - B) which is concerned only with the above 
described reaction-site changes. Since the R matrix is a net 
change during the reaction, it is too simple to describe exact 
reaction-site changes. For example, the R matrix of the Diels- 
Alder addition is the same as those of the Claisen and the Cope 
rearrangement. Moreover, the R matrix provides no informa- 
tion on skeletal changes during organic reactions. 

Kvasnicka4 proposed reaction graphs which can be con- 
sidered as a representation of Ugi's R matrix. He added an 
intact molecular subgraph to the reaction graph in order to 
remedy its oversimplification. Since his method focused only on 
reaction sites, skeletal changes such as ring opening and closure 
cannot be detected. 

Roberts' coding ~ys t em,~  Arens' (+ -), method,6 and 
Hendrickson's method' also relate only to reaction sites and 
have the same disadvantage as described above. 

reported a bond-centred labelled 
graph which represents a total reaction in itself. Their repre- 
sentation deals with organic compounds as well as organic 
reactions. However, the representation of an organic compound 
is remarkably different from the usual structural formula. Thus, 
a ring structure in this representation is not always a ring in 
the actual participating compounds. Hence, a rather complex 
algorithm is necessary to detect ring opening, ring closure, and 
so on. 

reported the concept of superimposed reaction 
graphs (SRG), which contain no catalysts even if they partici- 
pate in the corresponding reactions. Superimposed reaction 
skeleton graphs (SRSG) were also proposed to classify reaction- 
site changes of organic reactions. His method has a potential 
ability to describe skeletal changes which have never been 
discussed. 

In the previous papers," I have proposed imaginary transi- 
tion structures (ITS) as unitary representations of organic 
reactions (Appendix). Descriptors of the first type for reaction- 
site changes can be extracted as subgraphs of ITS by simple 

Wilcox and Levinson 
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algorithms: reaction centre (RC) graphs,'O"Yb three-nodal and 
four-nodal subgraphs. The examination of ring structures 
appearing in ITS provides the descriptors of the second type 
for skeletal changes."" 

This paper deals with the systematic characterization of 
organic reactions based upon ITS. Detailed discussion especi- 
ally on the three- and four-nodal subgraphs affords a reaction 
hierarchy which is effective in classifying reaction-site changes 
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during organic reactions. The five- and six-nodal subgraphs are Imaginary Transition Structures (ITS),  ITS Connection 
also discussed as extensions of the three- and four-nodal sub- Tables, Projections to Starting and to Product Stage.-An 
graphs, respectively. For this purpose, reaction kernels (RKs) imaginary transition structure (1) for bromination of 
and terminal descriptors (TDs) are proposed as key concepts. naphthalene is a kind of structural formula which contains 
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three types of bonds, out-bonds (it), in-bonds (+), and par-bonds 
(-). The ITS (1) is stored in the form of an ITS connection table 
(Table), in which each pair of nodes is connected with an 
imaginary bond (or ITS bond) of complex bond number (a b). 

The starting molecules, i.e. naphthalene and bromine, can be 
regenerated by projection to starting stage (PS) which cor- 
responds to the graphical operation of deleting in-bonds or 
to the computer operation of replacing each bond of (a b) by 
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the usual bond of multiplicity a. The projection to product 
stage (PP) is the deletion of out-bonds and provides the product 
molecules, i.e. 1 -bromonaphthalene and hydrogen bromide. 
The PP operation is the replacement of (a b) by the multiplicity 

a + b. The following discussions are based mainly on graphical 
expressions. However, the corresponding computer-readable 
expressions are easily obtained in terms of complex bond 
numbers. 
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Organic chemists who used to think in the light of ordinary they should become aware that they compare the starting 
reaction diagrams may feel that the systematic characterization structure and the product structure in order to differentiate the 
proposed here is artificial and strange. However, if they two sides of the diagram. It is to be emphasized that the ITS 
reconsider their own processes of recognizing organic reactions, approach has formulated these processes of recognition and 
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provided clear expressions of reaction features so as to make 
computer manipulation easier. Moreover, the classification by 
ITS subgraphs described below affords a deeper insight into 
organic reactions which may be overlooked by the conven- 
tional methods. It should be noted that ITS is intended not 

to represent an exact mechanism but to give an effective 
methodology to classification of organic reactions. 

Reaction Hierarchy based on Three-nodal Subgraphx-When 
all reaction centres (RC) are collected from ITS (l), an RC 
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Table. Connection table of ITS (1)" 

Node 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

Atom or 
group 

C 
C 
CH 
Br 
H 
C 
CH 
CH 
Br 
CH 
CH 
CH 
CH 

Co-ordinate Neighbour 1 
I 1 

X Y 
0 0 

- 75 - 50 
75 - 50 

100 100 
- 100 100 

-75 -150 
- 150 0 

75 -150 
0 200 
0 -190 

-150 -190 
- 230 - 50 
-230 -150 

(I The numbering of nodes, which is not canonized, is given in ITS (1). Stereochemical features can be described by addition of z co-ordinates. ' For 
the definition of complex bond numbers, see Appendix. 

graph (1,) is obtained as a subgraph.'Ob This consists of a 
reaction string, in which out-bonds and in-bonds appear 
alternately. The RC graph (1,) is represented also by a coded 
name (4L(H(1 - 1)C(O + l)Br(l - 1)Br(O + l)H. The term 
14LI denotes that the RC graph is looped to be a four-membered 
ring. This RC graph (1,) is a descriptor of the bromination (or 
oxidative substitution with bromine) at a carbon atom. When 
we select a three-nodal subgraph (3NSG) having the central 
carbon atom and two terminal non-carbon atoms, we obtain a 
more generic descriptor (HitC+Br), or H(l - l)C(O + l)Br, 
corresponding to bromination. The term 'bromination' stems 
from comparison of the two terminal atoms (H and Br). This 
descriptor pays no attention whether bromination is effected by 
bromine or by other brominating agents. In general, an n-nodal 
subgraph is defined as a subgraph in which n - 2 of carbon 
reaction centres are linked to each other with in- or out-bonds 
and two non-carbon reaction centres are linked to either of 
carbon reaction centres. 

The three-nodal subgraph (1,) is divided into two parts. A 
maximum subgraph involving only adjacent carbon atoms to 
which out-bonds and in-bonds are incident is defined as a 
reaction kernel (RK). In this case, a C, reaction kernel denotes 
a substitution reaction at a carbon atom. A terminal descriptor 
(TD) is defined as a set of terminal atoms and imaginary bonds 
which combine a reaction kernel with terminals. 

Brominations with bromine as reagent shown by ITS (2)-(6) 
have the same RC graph (lJ,  three-nodal subgraph (3NSG) 
encircled with broken lines, and RK as those of (1). It should 
be emphasized that all these appear as the subgraphs in the 
corresponding ITSs. Detailed information on each reaction 
is obtained by examining environmental atoms (extrastring 
atoms) attached to the intrastring carbon atoms. This exam- 
ination is again a substructure search of ITSs, since the ITSs 
involves the whole information on structural changes. For 
example, (1) is concerned with bromination of an aromatic 
hydrocarbon, which is perceived by the fact that the carbon 
atom of the reaction centre is a substructure of the aromatic 
nucleus. 

Entry (2)12 is a-bromination of an aromatic compound. 
Entry (3) is a-bromination of a carbonyl c ~ m p o u n d . ' ~  Entry (4) 
is bromination of an aromatic compound with dibromoisocyan- 
uric acid.14 Each RC graph of the separate two-string ITS (4) 
has the corresponding code 14LIH(1 - l)C(O + 1)Br(l - 1)- 
N(O + l)H. ITS (5) is an example in which a brominating 
agent is generated in situ by oxidation of an appropriate 

bromide species (MgBr,) with hydrogen peroxide.15 The same 
3NSG (HK-Br) appears in this case. Entry (6) is an example 
of bromination by means of bromine exchange.16 Usually 5 5 -  
dimethylcyclohexane-1,3-dione is considered to be a substrate 
in this case. However, it can be regarded as a reagent 
(dehydrobrominating agent) from the opposite viewpoint. 
Hence, methods of representation of organic reactions must be 
flexible in case our points of view are changed in future. The ITS 
approach does recognize substrates and reagents as equal 
components of each ITS. Thus, we can extract 3NSGs, 
(HitCeBr) and (BritCeH), from the ITS (6). The former 3NSG 
corresponds to a bromination and the latter to a dehydro- 
bromination. This viewpoint would be reasonable in the light of 
essential features of chemical reactions. On the other hand, the 
conventional methods have some difficulties, since their initial 
classification to substrate class or to reagent class is rather 
fixed. 

Although RC graphs vary in the brominating agent as shown 
in ITSs (1)--(6), a common 3NSG (HitCgBr) can be extracted 
from them. Thus, bromination (oxidative substitution by a 
bromine atom) is designated by a HitCgBr graphically or by the 
corresponding code H( 1 - 1)C(O + 1)Br. The graphical expres- 
sion of the 3NSG is understandable intuitively, when the PS and 
PP operations take place on it (H-C + Br - H + C-Br). 

Similarly, ITS (7) for chlorination of anthracene with 
copper(1r) chlorideI7 contains a 3NSG (HttC41) as a sub- 
graph. Iodination reactions * are characterized by the three- 
nodal subgraph (HitC-I) which, for instance, appears in ITS (8). 

When Hal and HH represent respectively halogen atoms and 
hyperhydrogen atoms (hydrogen and hydrogen-like atoms), a 
more generic descriptor (HHKeHal) is obtained. The concept 
(HHKeHal) corresponds approximately to a natural language 
term 'halogenation (substitution by a halogen atom)' which is 
superior to HitCeF, HtcC-Cl, HitCeBr, and H K 4 .  As a result, 
the reaction hierarchy of halogenation reactions is obtained as 
shown in Figure 1. For the purpose of further discussion, the 
classification levels of biology (phylum, division, section, order, 
family, genus, and species) are applied to describe reaction 
hierarchies. Thus, we call a subgraph having terminal elements 
as a subgraph of the genus level. For example, 3NSG (HitC-Br) 
is a three-nodal subgraph of genus level. More generic des- 
criptors such as HHitC+Hal are called 3NSGs of the family level. 

has an ITS (9), which involves 
3NSG (HitCeN). Nitrosation of thymo120 affords an ITS (10) 
having the same 3NSG (HitCgN). In order to distinguish the 

Nitration of mesitylene 
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Figure 2. Hierarchy of elements 

two reactions, we should consider extrastring atoms, e.g. 
HitC6N(=U), (9,,) for nitration and HitCeN(=O) (10,) for 
nitrosation. These subgraphs, the terminal atoms of which con- 
tain next neighbour extrastring atoms, are called descriptors of 
subgenus level. Air oxidation of cumene 21  is characterized by 
the 3NSG (HitCeO) which is a subgraph of the corresponding 
ITS (11). 

Friedel-Crafts acylation2, leads to an ITS (12) which 
contains the three-nodal subgraph (HitCaS). Sulphonation 
(13) 2 3  and chlorosulphonation (14) 24 give the same HitCeS as 
a 3NSG. The three cases are distinguished by examination of 
extrastring atoms. 

Let us consider a superior concept ‘heteroatom (Het)’ which 
embraces nitrogen, phosphorus, oxygen and sulphur atoms. 
We can designate the above reactions (9)-(14) in terms of 
HHitCeHet. This descriptor of family level represents dis- 
placement of hydrogen (or a hydrogen-like atom) by a hetero- 
atom (HH-C + Het -P HH + C-Het). Even if the correspond- 
ing natural language term is absent, it is unnecessary to create 
a new word as long as we use the subgraphs of ITSs (or the 
corresponding codes). However, adequate new words corre- 
sponding to subgraphs of ITSs are sometimes convenient. 

When we give the more generic name ‘Z atom’* to a set 
containing halogen atoms and heteroatoms, we can obtain a 
generic term HHitCeZ which is superior to HHitCeHal and 
HHitCeHet. The descriptor of order level (HHitCeZ) cor- 
responds to the natural language term ‘oxidative substitution’. 
The term ‘oxidative’ or ‘oxidation’ stems from the comparison 
of the terminal hyperatoms (HH or Z). 

As we can see in the above discussion, we have obtained the 
reaction hierarchy concerned with HHitCeZ order as shown in 
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of atoms used in this 
paper. It should be emphasized that all the graphs collected 
in Figure 1 appear in ITSs as subgraphs. Thus, the character- 
ization of reaction types (reaction-site changes) is accomplished 
by examination of the subgraphs of ITSs. A descriptor such as 
HitCeN [or H( 1 - 1)C(O + 1)N] is called that of genus level. A 
superior one such as HHitC+Het [or HH(l - 1)C(O + 1)Het) 
is designated as a descriptor of family level. An even more 
superior one HHitC4Z [or HH(l - 1)C(O + 1)Z) is defined as 
a descriptor of order level. 

Figure 3 shows the hierarchy of the three-nodal subgraphs 
(ZitCeHH) which correspond to the reverse reactions of 
(HHitCeZ) collected in Figure 1. For example, entry (6) 
provides a 3NSG of genus level (BritCeH) along with the 
reverse type. Formation of a Grignard reagent (15) 2 5  affords a 
3NSG of genus level (BritCgMg). When a magnesium atom is 
considered as a hyperhydrogen atom (HH), a 3NSG of family 
level (HalitCeHH) is obtained. 

Reduction of benzilic acid with hydroiodic acid26 leads to 
ITS (16), from which a 3NSG (OttCgH) is abstracted. Reduc- 
tion of a diazonium salt (17)2’ gives a heptagonal RC graph, 
which involves a 3NSG (NitCeH). In the ITS approach, a 
diazonium function is represented in terms of the covalent form 

* The definition of Z atom is the same as that of Hendrickson.’ 
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and hence the nitrogen atom has quinquevalency. This con- 
vention has been discussed elsewhere.lo‘~h By using the generic 
terms HH (hyperhydrogen atoms) for hydrogen and Het 
(heteroatoms) for 0 and N, we can obtain the corresponding 
3NSG at the family level (HetitCeHH). A 3NSG (ZitCeHH) is a 
descriptor of order level which is superior to the 3NSGs, 
HalitCeHH and Het K e H H .  

A reaction hierarchy of ZttCeZ order is shown in Figure 4. 
The 3NSG (ZitCeZ) is a descriptor of order level which denotes 
an isohypsic substitution.* The term ‘isohypsic’ can be derived 
by comparison of the terminal hyperatoms (Z or Z). Descrip- 
tors of family level are easily obtained by introducing 
subordinal hyperatoms (Hal and Het) instead of Z. 

~~ 

* For the definition of the term ‘isohypsic’, see ref. 7. 

( 2 2 )  

(ITS) 

The reactions of Z( 1 - 1)C(O + 1) order consists of familiar 
organic reactions. For example, replacement of hydroxy by a 
bromine atom (18)28 contains a 3NSG (OitCaBr), which is 
subordinate to HetitC-Hal. The ITS (19) affords the same 
3NSG, although the brominating agent is different.29 Bromo- 
trimethylsilane is a reagent which cleaves an ethereal linkage.30 
This process is represented by ITS (20)’ which affords a 3NSG 
(OitCeBr). It should be noted here that discrimination between 
(19) and (20) requires the additional description of extrastring 
atoms. The Sandmeyer reaction (21)3’ involves a 3NSG 
(NitCeBr). Nucleophilic substitution of an aromatic compound 
(22)32 gives this type of 3NSG (ClKeO). 

When an arbitrary atom is represented by A (Figure 5), the 
resulting section descriptor (AitC-A is a more generic concept 
(substitution) than the above 3NSGs, HHitCeZ, XitCeHH, and 
ZitCeZ, which correspond to oxidative, reductive, and iso- 
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Figure 5. Terminal descriptors for odd-nodal subgraphs 

hypsic (nucleophilic) substitution, respectively. The subgraphs 
such as AitCeA are called descriptors of section level. 

is represented by ITS (23). This 
ITS gives a 3NSG (HltCeO) which is codified as H(l - 1)- 
C( 1 + l)O. The corresponding superior concept is HH+C"Het, 
which is, in turn, subordinate to HHKeZ.  

The Cannizzaro reaction34 is redox process which is 
represented by ITS (24). Two 3NSGs, O+C*H [or O(1 - 1)- 
C(0 + 1)H] and HitC'O [or H(l - 1)C(1 + l)O], are ob- 
tained for simultaneous reduction and oxidation of C=O. The 
first subgraph is of inferior level to Het+C+HH, which is, in turn, 
a suborder of Z+C4HH. The reductive character of this 
reaction-site change is perceived by comparison between Z 
and HH. The second 3NSG (HitCEO) is generalized into 
HHK'Het (family), HH-itCeZ (order), and AKeA (section), 
successively. The oxidative character of the reaction is 

Oxidation of an 

recognized at the order level (HH or Z). The term 'addition to 
C=O' is derived from the descriptor of section levels in terms of 
(1 - 1) and (1 + 1) bonds. 

Geminal diol formation from ninhydrin (25) 3 5  is characterized 
by a 3NSG (Oii-GO), which is a subfamily of HetWeHet. 

Dehydration of an aldoxime to a nitrile (26)36 involves 
the 3NSG (HitCZN). This corresponds to a more general 
expression (HHitCZHet). It should be noted that the 3NSG 
(H+C%) represents a reductive elimination at the carbon 
centre, but the actual reaction is an isohypsic elimination to 
form a nitrile. This is because we consider only carbon reaction 
centres as three-nodal subgraphs. 

Figure 5 summarizes a hierarchy of three-nodal subgraphs 
A(a - l)Ko(a + 1)A, wherein KO is C. The term KO is called an 
odd-membered reaction kernel, and is discussed in the next 
section. It should be noted that each descriptor can be repre- 
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sented by a combination of a descriptor of section level and of a 
pair of terminal atoms. For example, HHitC+Het is replaced 
by a combination of A i t G A  and HH/Het. In other words, a 
descriptor of section level represents a mode of bond switching 
during the reaction. 

It is worth comparing here the ITS approach and Hendrick- 
son’s one.7 His representation7 is a net change at a carbon 
reaction centre which has a broader meaning. For example, 
Hendrickson’s ZH corresponds to a set of HHitCeZ, HHiteZ,  
and HHitCZZ in the ITS approach. Thus, the 3NSG notation 
based on ITS is more specific than Hendrickson’s notation. 
When modification by single (-) or double par-bonds (=) is 
abbreviated, we can obtain a basic subgraph HHitCeZ which is 
strictly equivalent to ZH. In other words, Hendrickson’s 
notation neglects modification by single or double par-bonds. 

Reaction Hierarchy based on Odd-nodal Subgraphs which con- 
sist of Odd-membered Reaction Kernels and Terminal Atoms.- 
Addition of cyanide to an activated double bond37 is repre- 
sented by ITS (27). This reaction has one string and affords a 
hexagonal RC graph (27,), from which the corresponding five- 
nodal subgraph (SNSG), NaitC*CK+H, is easily abstracted, 

The SNSG (27,) is represented by a combination of a C, 
kernel (KO = C X K )  and a terminal atom relationship 
(NaitKo+H). The latter terminal descriptor is considered to be 
AitKo*A) in which the As are replaced by Na and H. 

The terminal descriptors in 3NSG and in SNSG can be dis- 
cussed in common terms (Figure 5). Three-nodal subgraphs at 
the section level are represented in general by the formula 
(A+Ko+A), where KO is a C1 kernel as discussed in the preceding 
section. The out-bond may be replaced by a bond having a 
complex bond number (a  b) of b - 1 and the in-bond by a bond 
(a  b)  of b + 1. Similarly, five-nodal subgraphs have a general 
formula (A+Ko+A), where KO is a C3 kernel. A terminal atom (A) 
is incident to the reaction kernel (KO) by an out-bond and 
another terminal (A) by an in-bond. This relationship applies in 
odd-membered RK commonly and stems from the alternate 
character of a reaction string.”‘ 

c*c*c displacement 

addition 

elimination 

tc - rearrangement 

c - e - c e c  
c*c+cc 
c*c=c 
c - c z c  c=8=c==c n -rearrangement 

C+C-n-C 

c=c+c 

v 

Figure 6. C, Reaction kernels. Each pair linked with a brace is a 
reaction pair 

New natural language terms are introduced to describe the 
graphs collected in Figure 5. The graph AitKoeA is called as 
‘supersubstitution’ which is an extension of A C * A  (substitu- 
tion). Similarly, HHitKo*Z is an ‘oxidative supersubstitution’, 
which subsumes ‘oxidative substitution’ (HitCeZ). An ‘iso- 
hypsic supersubstitution’ corresponds to ZitKo*Z, and so on. 

A mode of terminal atoms and an RK can be discussed 
independently for characterization of reaction features. Thus, 
the C, reaction kernel (CitC*C) gives information about the 
carbon skeleton (C + G=C -+ C-C-C). The terminal descriptor 
(NaitKo+H) of genus level or HHitK,+HH of family level 
indicates the change of oxidation state (isohypsic). 

Straight-chain C, reaction kernels are found in Figure 6. 
These RKs represent substitution reactions participated in by 
three carbons, additions of a carbon centre to a C==C double 
bond, eliminations to form a C=C double bond accompanied 
by a C-C bond cleavage, and n-rearrangements. 

The following examples illustrate the above discussions. The 
ITS’S (28) 38 and (29) 39 contain SNSGs MgitC*CWeH and Li 
itC*CttCeH respectively, both of which can be considered as a 
subfamily of HHitCeC*C+HH. The generic 5NSG is perceived 
as a combination of a C, kernel (KO = C+C*C in Figure 6) and 
a terminal descriptor of order or family level (HHitK,+HH in 
Figure 5). The C, kernel indicates an addition (C + C=C+ 
C-C-C) and the latter terminal descriptor corresponds to 
‘isohypsic’ (HH-KO + HH -+ HH + KO-HH). Ketene forma- 
tion (30)40 is characterized by a SNSG H+(2CitC*H. In 
general, this is represented by C*CitC (= KO) and HH+K0+HH. 
The former term KO indicated that entry (30) is an elimination 
(C-C-C + C=C + C) and the latter terminal descriptor 
corresponds to the ‘isohypsic’ term (HH-KO + HH- HH + 

Di-imide reduction accompanied by a transannular reaction 
(31)41 has a SNSG OW*C*C*H, which is a combination of 
CeCW (= KO) and O’A-KoeH. The former descriptor cor- 
responds to an addition (C + C=C --+ C-C-C). The latter 
terminal descriptor is indicative of the term ‘reductive’ 

Decarboxylative formation of a ketone (32)42 involves a 
5NSG OitC+C+C+O; the five-nodal subgraph can be divided 
into two descriptors, i.e. C+CitC (= KO) and O+Ko+O. 

Aldol-type condensations (33) and (34)43344 afford a com- 
mon SNSG OitC+Cit(20. This subgraph indicates isohypsic 
(ie.,  ZitKo*Z) addition [i.e., C+C&C (= KO)]. An aldol con- 
densation (35) 45 is characterized by the subgraph WC4YC*O, 
which is a suborder of an ordinal descriptor BC*C*(2Z. 
The related condensation (36) 46 leads to subgraph N*CgCtt 
(20, which is subordinate to the descriptor BC*C*CSZ. The 
ordinal subgraph is perceived as a combination of a C, kernel 
C 9 c K  (= KO) and a terminal descriptor Z*Ko%Z. This TD 
expresses another type of isohypsic reaction. 

Arylation of an activated olefin with a diazonium salt (37)47 

KO-HH). 

(Z = KO + HH + Z-KO-HH). 

c*c-*-c=ec-w-c 
Figure 7. C ,  Reaction kernels with single par-bonds 
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Elimination type ( - Fig. 8) 

C + C  

c-e-c+c-e-c  
c = c = c - - c  
C’C+C+C 

c ~ c = c + c  
c:c=!kczzc 
c*c*c*c 
Addition type ( - Fig. 9 

c-c 
c*c*c-+c 

c-c 
c=!2=c+c+c 

c-c 
c f t c 4 - c * c  

c s z c  
c+c-n-c+c  
c-6c..c*c 

c s ! = c s c - + c  

C S C  

C + C ~ C * C  

Figure 8. C ,  and C ,  reaction kernels 

has N-HC~CltC~Cl as a 5NSG. The reaction feature ‘addition’ 
is confirmed by the corresponding C, kernel (CeCK). The 
corresponding terminal descriptor, N+K,+Cl (in general, 
HetitK,+Hal or Z+K,+Z) provides information about a change 
of oxidation state during the reaction. 

An example of a seven-nodal subgraph (7NSG) is derived 
from ITS (38)48 which is a conjugated addition of an aryl group 
to butadiene. The 7NSG N i t C + C ~ * C K 4 1  is divided into 
two descriptors, i.e. a C, reaction kernel C 9 c E X Y C  (= KO) 
and a terminal descriptor N+Ko+C1 (more generally Het+K,,& 
Hal or ZitK,eZ as collected in Figure 5). Enumeration of the C5 
reaction kernels can be effected easily by counting isomers of 
CeCitCeCitC with m double par-bonds and n single par-bonds. 
Figure 7 lists C, reaction kernels with single par-bonds. The 
terminal descriptors are selected from the set of descriptors 
collected in Figure 5. 

Because of alternant characters of reaction strings,”‘ the 
classification scheme based on two terminal atoms (Figure 5) is 
effective for all odd-nodal subgraphs. The graphic expressions 
shown in Figure 5 contains more detailed information on 
reaction features than such natural language terms as ‘oxida- 
tive’, ‘reductive’, and ‘isohypsic’. It should be emphasized that 
the latter terms can be derived from the graphs collected in 
Figure 5. 

Reaction Hierarchy based on Even-nodal Subgraphs which 
consist of Even-membered Reaction Kernels and Terminal 
Atoms.-A C, reaction kernel is defined as two adjacent carbon 
atoms which are linked to one another by an imaginary bond of 
non-zero b and have no other carbon atoms linking to them by 
out- or in-bonds. For example, dechlorination of 2,3-dichloro- 
1,4-dioxane by magnesium 49 affords an ITS (39) which involves 
a pentagonal RC graph of level (1) (39,), (SLIMg(0 + 1)- 
Cl(1 - 1)C(1 + 1)C(1 - 1)C1(0 + 1)Mg. This RC graph also 
has one reaction string. The corresponding four-nodal sub- 
graph (4NSG), Cl+C*C+Cl or C1( 1 - 1)C( 1 + 1)C( 1 - 1)C1, is 

a descriptor of genus level for an eliminative dechlorination. In 
this case, a C, reaction kernel is C?C, or C(l + 1)C, which, in 
turn, corresponds to a more general term ‘formation of a double 
bond’ (which implies ‘elimination’ in most cases). When we 
represent C2 reaction kernel by K,, the above 4NSG is con- 
verted into more generic expressions, Cl+K,+Cl, HalitK,+Hal, 
and Z+K,+Z, in a hierarchical order. These expressions are 
related to ‘dechlorination’, ‘dehalogenation’, and ‘reductive 
elimination’, respectively. The two terminal atoms are linked to 
K, with two imaginary bonds of b - 1. 

Figure 8 collects two- or four-membered reaction kernels 
(RKs). An even-membered reaction kernel (K,) is a broad 
descriptor to give information on a bond switching during a 
reaction. The kernel C K  corresponds to a natural language 
term ‘disappearance of a double bond’ (which implies ‘addition’ 
in most cases). This graph is a reverse graph of the kernel @C 
which indicates ‘formation of a double bond’ as described 
above. The raction kernels CeC and C+C are descriptors of 
‘construction (C-C bond formation)’ and ‘cleavage’, respec- 
tively. This correspondence is well explained, if the PS and PP 
operations take place onto the RKs. For instance, a four- 
membered reaction kernel (CikC4YC) is a unitary representa- 
tion of (C=C + C S  --+ C-C-C-C). 

Comparison of two atoms of terminal descriptor (A+K,itA) 
describes the change of oxidation state during the reaction. 
Figures 9 and 10 collect hierarchies of terminal descriptors 
A(a - 1)K,(b - l)A and A(a + 1)K,(b + 1)A, respectively. 
Even-nodal subgraphs are expressed by a combination of a 
descriptor of Figure 8 and that of Figure 9 (or 10). 

Let us examine other examples of 4NSGs extracted from 
several one-string reactions. Aldol condensation (40) is 
characterized by a 4NSG H+C+C-W (genus level), or more 
generally HHtcCgCttHet (family level). The corresponding 
ordinal descriptor is HH+C<*Z, which is a combination ofa C, 
kernel ( C 4 )  and a terminal descriptor (HH+K$Z). The 
graph (C-C) corresponds to the term ‘construction (C-C bond 
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Figure 9. Terminal descriptors for even-nodal subgraphs 
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Figure 10. Terminal descriptors for even-nodal subgraphs 
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r r --4.. 

C - I t C - e C  CT 

i> + 9  
C 

c+c 

C+C+C Cr- 

Figure 11. Odd-membered basic reaction kernels having a cyclic structure 

formation)' and HHitK,&Z is in accordance with the term 
'isohyptic'. This example should be compared with entry (35). 

affords ITS (41). The 
corresponding 4NSG H-CSCeH is converted into K, ( C E :  
'addition') and HH-K,+HH ('reduction'). The latter two 
descriptors characterize this reaction well. 

Hydroboration (42)52 affords 4NSG H+C*C+B (genus level) 
or HHeCE-HH (family or order level). The latter descriptor is 
represented by the C, kernel ( C K )  and the terminal descriptor 
(HH+K,*HH). 

In ITS (43) of decarb~xyla t ion ,~~ the corresponding 4NSG 
H-CitC*O is perceived as a combination of Ke 
(CitC: 'cleavage') and H+Ke20 ('isohypsic'). 

A conjugated elimination5, represented by ITS (44) is 
characterized by the corresponding six-nodal subgraph (6NSG) 
S+C*CfC"CitS. The C, kernel K, (C%YC*C) is a descriptor 
of conjugated elimination (C-C=C-C -+ C=C-C=C). The re- 
maining terminal atoms (SitK,itS) or the corresponding 
superior concepts, Het+K,itHet and Z+tK,+tZ, indicate that this 
reaction is a reductive process. 

A Diels-Alder-type addition (45) 55 provides a 6NSG 
N e C K  ZCtC-N (genus level) or more generally HeteC3C"C 
&C+Het (family level) or ZeCYCXYCeZ (order level). This last 
subgraph is a reverse of the counterpart shown in ITS (44). Thus 
the C, kernel (C*C"CttC) corresponds to a conjugated 
addition. And the terminal descriptor (Z+K,-Z) is for an 
oxidative process. 

Other C, kernels are collected in Figure 8. They are combined 
with the terminal descriptors (Figures 9 and 10) to describe 
various levels of reaction features. 

Addition of SO, to hexatriene (46) 56 provides an eight-nodal 
su bgraph (8NSG) S+C*C*C*C"C*C4. The C, kernel 
(C*C"C*C"C&C) indicates a conjugated addition to hexatriene 
and the terminal atoms (SeK,eS, HeteK,eHet, or Z+K,+Z) 
shows that this reaction involves an oxidative process. 

The terminal descriptors collected in Figures 9 and 10 are 
effective for all even-nodal subgraphs of one string. This 
advantage stems from the fact that a reaction string contains 
alternate out- and in-bonds. It should be emphasized that all 
procedures described above are based upon a substructure 
search of ITSs. 

A natural language term often has several meanings.* For 
example, 'bromination' means (1) displacement of hydrogen by 
a bromine atom, (2) addition of bromination to a double bond 
or (3) to a triple bond, and sometimes (4) displacement of a 
hydroxy group by a bromine atom. On the other hand, the ITS 
approach distinguishes them as (1) HitCaBr, (2) Br-CYCaBr, 
(3) BreCgCeBr, and (4) OitCaBr, respectively. And then, 
reactions (1) and (4) are easily classified as 'substitutions' by 
examination of the in- and out-bonds of 3NSGs. Reactions (2) 
and (3) are perceived as 'addition' by the subgraphs (reaction 

Catalytic hydrogenation of chalcone 

* Note added in proo j  The IUPAC nomenclature for straightforward 
transformations settled this problem to a great extent (see ref. 69). 

kernels) such as CttC and CgC. The oxidative character of the 
reactions (1)-(3) are indicated by comparison of the respective 
terminal atoms (HH or Z). An isohypsic character of reaction 
(4) is decided by comparing 0 and Br, because both are Z 
atoms. 

Subgraphs based on Odd-membered Reaction Kernels having a 
Cyclic Structure.-Figure 1 1 shows odd-membered RKs having 
a cyclic structure. Each of them can be modified by rn of double 
par-bonds (=) and n of single par-bonds (-) on its edges. The 
enumeration of such isomers of basic reaction kernels is 
essentially equivalent to that of reaction graphs reported 
previously. 

Carbene-type additions to form cyclopropane rings are 
examples of this  lass.^',^' The corresponding ITSs (47) and 
(48) contain a C, kernel of this type (47,), which is 
characterized by substitution of a single par-bond. 

Even-membered Cyclic Reaction Kernels without Terminal 
Atoms.-Dimerization of an olefin (49) s 9  involves a tetragonal 
RC graph which is identical to a cyclic C4 reaction kernel (49,k). 
This is substituted by two single par-bonds (n 2) and no double 
par-bonds (rn 0). Ring opening of cyclobutene (50) 6o provides 
another cyclic C, kernel (50rk) which is modified by three single 
par-bonds (n 3) and no double par-bonds (m 0). Enumeration of 
the cyclic C, reaction kernels is equivalent to that of tetragonal 
reaction graphs.'Ob 

The Diels-Alder addition (51) 61 affords the corresponding 
RC graph (51,) which is identical to a C, reaction kernel 
(51rk). A retro-Diels-Alder reaction (52)62 gives an RC graph 
(52,) and reaction kernel (52,,) which are the same. These 
reaction kernels (51rk) and (52,,) are alternately coloured 
hexagons with four single par-bonds on their edges. The Cope 
rearrangement 6 3  (53) gives a c6 reaction kernel (53,,) which is 
an isomer of (51rk) and (52,,). The enumeration of hexagonal 
(c6) reaction kernels can be done by straightforward use of 
Polya's theorem. This problem is essentially equivalent to 
enumeration of hexagonal reaction graphs.'Ob 

The C Reaction Kernels of Two-string Reactions.-Hydro- 
lysis of a gem-dichloride 64 (54) affords the corresponding 
RC graph (54,,) which consists of two reaction strings 
(1  - 3 + 5 - 2 + 1 and 1 - 4 + 6 - 2 + 1). In order to 
characterize this reaction, we select an effective subgraph which 
has the maximum number of adjacent carbon reaction centres 
and has incident terminal non-carbon reaction centres. The 
effective subgraph of a multistring reaction is an extension of the 
three- or more-nodal subgraph of a one-string reaction. Thus, 
the subgraph of genus level is represented by (54,,). When we 
substitute the terminal atoms by the corresponding generic 
atoms, we obtain (54,) (family level), (54,,) (order level), and 
(54,) (section level) in accord with a reaction hierarchy. These 
generic subgraphs are based on a C, reaction kernel of two 
strings. 
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Figure 12. Representative terminal descriptors of section level for two-string reactions 

In the light of the stringity (number of reaction strings), the 
generic subgraph (54,) can be considered to contain two 
strings [C1(3)+C(1)40(2) and C1(4)ttC(1)+0(2)] fused at the 

CO bond. Thus the graph (54,) is represented by a com- 
bination of a section descriptor (54,) and two pairs of atoms 
(C1O;ClO). In a similar way, the graph (54,) is regarded as a 
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Figure 13. Representative terminal descriptors of section level for two-string reactions 

A A 

A # exA 

61 3 

combination of (54,) and two pairs of extended atoms 
(Ha1Het;HalHet). A graph of higher level (a,,) is character- 
ized by (54,) and ZZ;ZZ.  

Figure 12 shows various descriptors of section level, wherein 
KO may be C, or more odd reaction kernels. Atom A represents 
any atom. That is to say, a section descriptor clarifies numbers 

and types of imaginary bonds which are incident to the reaction 
kernel. This is applicable to the case that KO contains three 
or more (odd) carbons. But such reactions are rare to our 
knowledge. 

Formation of a gem-dibromo derivative65 affords ITS (55). 
Entry (56)66 is hydrolysis of a benzoxazole. Formation of 
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Figure 14. Systematic classification of organic reactions by subgraphs of ITS 

benzylidene-aniline 67 is represented by ITS (57). These 
examples are also two-string reactions. Their effective sub- 
graphs of various levels are shown above and can be considered 
as derivatives of the section descriptors collected in Figure 11. 

The C, Reaction Kernels of Two-string Reactions.-Con- 
densation to form an K,P-unsaturated ketone (Claisen-Schmidt 
reaction) 68 represented by ITS (58) contains two reaction 
strings. This condensation is characterized by the effective 
subgraph of genus level (58,J which is subdivided into CZC 
and a descriptor of Figure 13, wherein atoms (A) are selected 
from a set of all atoms of the Periodical Table. Descriptors of 
family level (58,) and of order level (58,,) corresponds to those 
of Figure 13, where atoms (A) are selected from a set of (HH, 
Hal, and Het) or (HH and Z), respectively. The general reaction 
feature, ‘condensation’, is related to the C, kernel (CZC). The 
descriptor (58,,) indicate the fact that the reaction is isohypsic. 
This perception is based on the comparison of the two pairs of 
terminal atoms (ZHH;ZHH) along the two respective reaction 
strings. The Knovenagel condensation and aldol-condensation- 
dehydration afford the same descriptor of genus level which 
reveals the close relationship among these reactions. 

In general, C, reaction kernels of this type are CzC, C K ,  
CZC, and CZC. They are combined with a section descriptor 
collected in Figure 13 for the purpose of classification of organic 
reactions. 

Conclusions.-Figure 14 summarizes classification levels of 
organic reactions and clues for recognizing these levels. The 
stringity of a given reaction is a clue of a phylum level. For 
example, the reaction of ITS (39) has one reaction string. Thus, 
this is a one-string phylum. The number of adjacent carbon 
reaction centres (reaction kernel: RK) is a clue to the class 
level. Entry (52) belongs to a C, class. The RK (e.g., C*C) 
shows that the reaction belongs to CeC division (‘elimination’). 
Examples of reaction kernels are shown in Figures 6 - 8 .  A 
section level is characterized by a descriptor (AitCeCttA). 

Because the type of C, kernel has been already indicated in the 
upper level, the section level can be characterized only by a 
terminal descriptor (AitK,+A). The terminal descriptors are 
collected in Figures 5,  9, 10, 12, and 13. An order level is 
perceived by comparison of two terminal atoms (HH and Z ) .  A 
family level is recognized by the examination of the terminal 
atoms (HH, Hal, and Het). Thus, ITS (39) belongs to 
HalitK,itHal family, which is ‘(super)dehalogenation. A 
descriptor of genus level is obtained by comparison of the 
terminal atoms of the lowest category of Figure 2. ITS (39) gives 
Cl+tK,*Cl, which corresponds to the natural language term 
‘(super)dechlorination’. In summary, all clues for character- 
ization of organic reactions are obtained by examination of 
effective subgraphs of ITSs. 

Appendix 
Glossary 

Imaginary Transition Structure (ITS).-A three-coloured 
structural formula in which all nodes appearing both in the 
starting stage of a given reaction and the product stage are 
connected with out-, in-, and par-bonds according to the change 
of bonds during the reaction. 

Out-bond.-A bond appearing only in the starting stage of a 
reaction. 

In-bond.-A bond appearing only in the product stage of a 
reaction. 

Par-bond.-A bond which is invariant during a reaction. 

Bond Colour.-A category of bonds appearing in ITS. There 
are three bond colours, i.e., out, in, and par. 

ITS Bond or Imaginary Bond.-A bond appearing in ITSs, 
which consists of out-, in-, and/or par-bonds. The types of ITS 
bonds are as follows: 
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Complex Bond Number.-A pair of integers (a b), wherein the 
integer ‘a’ is the bond multiplicity of the starting molecule of a 
given reaction, and ‘b’ is the difference in the bond multiplicity 
between the product and the starting stage. The sum a + b is 
the bond multiplicity of the corresponding bond of the product. 

Connection Table of ITS.-A connection table, in which the 
connectivity is represented by complex bond numbers in accord 
with ITS. 

Projection to the Starting Stage (PS).-Deletion of in-bonds 
from an ITS. This operation produces the corresponding 
starting stage. 

Projection to the Product Stage (PP).-Deletion of out-bonds 
from an ITS. This operation produces the corresponding 
product stage. 

Reaction Centre.-A node which is incident to in- and/or out- 
bonds. 

Graph of Reaction Centres (RC Graph).-A graph which 
consists of, at least, reaction centres. An RC graph of level (1) is 
defined as an RC graph containing only reaction centres. An 
RC graph of level (2) is the one with reaction centres and the 
next neighbour nodes. RC graphs are the subgraphs of ITS and 
the descriptors of reaction types. 

Reaction Graph (RC Graph of Level O).-A graph in which 
every node is regarded as an abstract ball and combined by ITS 
bonds (a b) of b # 0. A reaction graph is also a descriptor of 
reaction type in the most abstract level. 

Transformation to Reverse Reaction.-An operation in which 
all in- and out-bonds of a reaction graph (or an RC graph of a 
given level) are exchanged with each other. This operation gives 
the reaction graph of the corresonding reverse reaction. 

Reaction Pair.-A pair of reaction graphs (or an RC graph of 
a given level) which is obtained by transformation to a reverse 
reaction. The two reaction graphs of a reaction pair have a 
common skeleton of par-bonds. 

Self-reaction Pair.-An invariant reaction graph with respect 
to transformation of a reverse reaction. 

Reaction String.-A structure which has alternate in- and out- 
bonds and can be modified by par-bonds. A reaction graph (or 
an R3  graph of a given level or an ITS) contains one or more 
reaction strings. 

Stringity.-Number of reaction strings in a reaction graph, 
etc. 

One-string Reaction.-A reaction which contains a single 
reaction string in the corresponding ITS (or RC graphs of 
various level). In a similar way, two-, three-, . . ., or multi-string 
reaction is defined. 

ITS Ring.-A ring structure appearing in an ITS. 

Bridge of Ring Opening of Order p (BOP).-An ITS ring in 
which p of ITS bonds have (a b) of a + b = 0 and all other 
bonds have (a b) of a + b # 0 and a # 0. Appearance of this 
bridge corresponds to a ring-opening reaction. 

Bridge of Ring Closure of 0rderp.-An ITS ring in which p of 
ITS bonds have (ab) of a = 0 and all other bonds have (a b) of 
a + b # 0 and a # 0. This is a descriptor of a ring-closure 
reaction. 

Bridge of Rearrangement.-An ITS ring in which one ITS 
bond has (a b) of a + b = 0, another has (a 6) of a = 0, and all 
other ITS bonds have (a b) of a + b # 0 and a # 0. This 
corresponds to a rearrangement. 
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